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Background

Following on from the paper, and presentation I prepared for the SBA Committee meeting 
of 14th May 2022 on the above topics, and extensive discussions at the meeting, I was 
requested to prepare a “Next Steps” proposal to address the issues discussed and agreed. 
This document is that proposal.

Meeting Slides (Google slides):

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e6Hi0QwgZzO-
Q0W9C4YZ4Uy8MpFeeyD_tE30aTtI3WE/edit?usp=sharing

Topics

As discussed in the above documents and at the above meeting it was agreed that the 
following topics should be addressed (in no particular order):

1. IT Team: Formalising of an IT “team” who would be responsible for the 
maintenance and operation of the IT systems used by the Association. 

2. Resilience: Ensuring the SBA had a stable and maintainable set of IT functionality

3. Maintainability: Adopting an approach of building/adopting/maintaining “good 
enough” solutions, which would balance the cost (cash and manpower) against the 
reliability, and usability of all SBA IT systems.

4. Training: That training was provided for all committee (and other) members in the 
use of Wild Apricot, to ensure that they were able to make the most of our systems.

5. Enabling On-line AGM & Other Meetings: An approach using a combination of 
Zoom, WA Fora, and Polls to facilitate such meetings was discussed and agreed in 
principal.

6. Social Media: Activity necessary to support administration and support of Social 
Media Platforms for SBA

Actions

The following initial actions appear to be appropriate. I have grouped them under the 
above topics, although some span several topics.

 1 IT  Team 

 1.1 The SBA is entirely reliant on a number of IT systems to operate. The 
management of these systems is therefore of prime importance to the continuing 
existence of the SBA We should therefore formally appoint a team with 
responsibility to operate and maintain these systems.

 1.2 The members of this team should have “role descriptions” which provide 
a record of who is responsible for managing each subsystem or function, and 
define a team leader.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e6Hi0QwgZzO-Q0W9C4YZ4Uy8MpFeeyD_tE30aTtI3WE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e6Hi0QwgZzO-Q0W9C4YZ4Uy8MpFeeyD_tE30aTtI3WE/edit?usp=sharing


 1.3 These role descriptions 
should also who is the back-up 
for each member, to ensure we 
have a functional “continuity 
plan” in the event of non-
availability of any one member.

 1.4 We should ensure that 
each member of the team (and 
their backups) has adequate 
training and experience in the 

systems and IT in general, to be able to effectively perform their function.

 1.5 It should not be necessary for each member of this team to be elected as 
a committee member, but they would need to be formally adopted by a 
committee meeting. 

 1.6 The team should prepare reports on activity to SBA Committee meetings. 
These should record activity undertaken, and current/next projects, and 
projected costs. The team will need approval of the Committee to proceed with 
these plans.

 2 Resilience

 2.1 Given our reliance on these systems We must maintain a secure 
database of all the access information and documentation for these systems, to 
provide a robust continuity plan in the event of loss of individuals. This will 
require this database to be available outside of the systems it refers to – e.g. 
multiple paper copies, held securely.

 2.2 Each system must have at least two individuals provided with full 
administrative access. Care should be exercised to maintain security of personal 
and payment data, but this cannot be used as a reason to restrict access 
contrary to this provision.

 2.3 The Association should endeavour to migrate to a situation where we do 
not rely on “home-grown” code, or customised web pages (which are modified 
beyond that permitted by our Licenses).

 3 Maintainability

 3.1 At the moment we operate a large number of web pages which are 
customised by the addition of SBA-written programming. We should aim to edit 
these pages to operate within the standard functionality provided by Wild Apricot 
standard user interfaces, even if this results in a “less-beautiful” user interface. 
This is to ensure that the WA systems can be operated by non-programmers via 
the help systems and user interfaces provided by Wild Apricot.

 3.2 We should aim to migrate The Register from a custom written program 
and database to a commercial system. Currently it is envisaged that this might 
be accomplished by moving boat records to WA member records and creating a 
membership class of “boat”.  A detailed proposal and prototype of such a 
migration should be created.

Goals of IT Team



 4 Training

 4.1 Various members of the committee and other members need to utilise the 
Wild Apricot systems for  their activities (i.e. membership sec, treasurer, regional 
reps, event organisers, media/content editors, etc.). We will organise up to two 
training days for such individuals, at geographically appropriate locations, 
covering appropriate topics. The following are expected to be covered:

• Membership database (use), and maintenance for membership and accounts officers

• Website Builder - For people who need to make new web pages.

• Fora management and operation.

• Payments (subscriptions, fund raising, and events)

• Event Management (bookings, Registration forms etc.)

• Email and Contact database (automated mailings, polls etc.)

• The Mobile App

• Integrations with other systems (like QuickBooks or Wordpress)

 5 On-line AGMs & Meetings

 5.1 We should prepare to run the next AGM as proposed at the above 
committee meeting. This will involve the following actions:

 5.1.1 Reorganising Wild Apricot Forums to provide:

 5.1.1.1 Discussion places for AGM agenda items and proposals

 5.1.1.2 Committee meeting minute publishing

 5.1.2 Testing use of Wild Apricot Polls and voting functions

 5.1.3 Research AV requirements for Gloucester (and other) locations.

 5.1.4 Develop and agree voting and proxy processes to support on-
line/in-person hybrid meetings with SBA Committee

 6 Social Media & Editorial Synchronisation

 6.1 Platform management: It has been demonstrated that the existing 
Social Media Platforms (Facebook and WhatsApp) require little/no management 
per-say, other than the appointment of Administrators (and back-ups).

 6.2 Role of Administrators: Their role is to approve/arrange the “joining” of 
new participants. They also are required to “enforce” the rules of the relevant 
group, removing inappropriate posted content and/or defenestrating offenders.

 6.3 Editorial Synchronisation: It would appear valuable if the persons 
responsible for posting of “official” SBA content adopted a policy of 
synchronising their activities with each other (Funnel, Facebook, Events & News 
(on website), WhatsApp). It would be expected that this synchronisation should 
be lead by the Funnel Editor, but is not expected to be overly proscriptive.
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